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Welcome back toThe Bridge, the monthly newsletter of the Center for
Transformative Teaching and Learning. Each month The Bridge analyzes
a specific aspect of teaching and learning through a Mind, Brain and
Education Science research-informed lens.

Th e K en n y Rog er s Th eor y of Lea r n i n g
Dr. Ian Kelleher and Glenn Whitman

Bruce Springsteen is typically the CTTL's favorite musician, largely because of Glenn's New
Jersey roots. But during this time of year when teachers are providing students their first
set of formal feedback, there is a musician that is competing against "The Boss" for the
CTTL's most beloved artist. Who could it be?
Here's a hint. At St. Andrew's, teachers have just awarded effort grades (see rubric below),
academic grades, and interim comments for all their students. As you read this, teachers
are meeting with parents to discuss the current strengths and challenges of students. Given
these facts, can you guess who our musical choice might be?
Click Here To Find Out!

If you know a song by Kenny Rogers, it is most likely "The Gambler." How did this song
become a trademark of the CTTL's playlist? Why did Ian feature this song in a presentation
that he gave at a recent St. Andrew's morning meeting? And what led him to sing it at a
recent conference?
The CTTL's love of Kenny Rogers stems from a presentation by John Hattie at the 2017
Learning & the Brain Conference in San Francisco. Hattie is well-known in the researchinformed teaching world for his giant meta-studies evaluating what works and what does not
work in education. His research has been well-studied by teachers and school leaders from
around the world who are trying to find the most effective instructional strategies for their
classrooms.(1)
Hattie's latest work reminds Ian of one of his favorite books, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, the story of the search for the answer to the ultimate question of life, the universe,
and everything. Hattie's goal is, perhaps, the ultimate question for education. What is the
most important thing for students to do to help them learn? To answer this, Hattie
examined studies of 20 million students.
The Kenny Rogers Theory of Learning
Hattie's answer was deemed "The Kenny Rogers Theory of Learning" by his graduate
students. People only seem to know one Kenny Rogers song, "The Gambler," and only two
lines of that song. Can you sing those lines right now? Consider this your formative
assessment. We will let you pause to do this.
----Now, all together, sing: "You gotta know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em, know
when to walk away, and know when to run." It turns out that the answer to the ultimate
question in education is "using the right strategy at the right time." This is a wonderfully

simple answer that speaks to what we see as teachers.
If a student is being successful in class, we will ask, "What strategies are you using that are
helping you succeed?" to connect their success to the quality of their effort, rather than
innate ability. If a student is running into challenges, we will ask the following:
What other strategies can you implement?
Which strategies are working in another class for you?
Which strategies are effective for your peers?
How could you tweak the current strategy to make it work?

We may also suggest strategies for them to try. The goal is to meet challenge with the
mantra, "I need to find a better strategy," and not, "I cannot do it."
Every student is on a constant journey of developing and refining his or her own personal
toolkit of learning strategies. The teacher plays a Yoda-like role in guiding this strategy
journey. The ultimate goal is, over time, to build each student's self-awareness so that the
student uses the right strategy at the right time, boosting their self-confidence in the
process.
This, then, is a key moment in the year. We pause to make each student reflect on which
strategy to keep using for a particular subject and which strategy to fold, or no longer use,
because it is not working.
Three Teacher Strategies
The challenge we have observed is whether or not a student is using a strategy properly.
When asked which strategies are the first ones we recommend to students, we often defer
to two: (1) spaced practice; (2) retrieval practice (sometimes called self-testing). Both of
these strategies help imbed knowledge and skills into long-term memory, therefore aiding
recall during assessments and other applications of knowledge and skills.
(1) Spaced Practice
Spaced practice is quite simple. However, while teachers recognize the value of the
spacing effect and try to coach their students to use it, educators do not always create
space in their homework assignments for such practice to occur. One of the best
explanations about spaced practice come from the Learning Scientists. Educators must not
only explicitly teach this strategy, but also provide space for students to implement spaced
practice in the time leading up to a summative assessment. We often are asked, "What is
the best time duration for spacing?" The best answer is, "Just as the students are
forgetting." The actual time varies drastically because it is so context dependent; therefore,
nailing this time is part of the master teacher's art. Frequently giving short formative
assessments and well-crafted exit tickets will help you determine when the students are
forgetting the material.
(2) Retrieval Practice
Retrieval practice is a favorite of the CTTL because it brings an element into studying that
students too often avoid: challenge. For most parents, you might recall studying for your
lower, middle, or high school tests by re-reading your highlighted notes or using flashcards.
But re-reading notes has been proven to create a false sense of "knowing," and most
students actually use flashcards incorrectly; they turn the virtual or handwritten cards over
too quickly without struggling to come up with the answer. A better strategy for students
would be to take a piece of paper and write out what they know, forcing themselves to
struggle when they have reached the "I have forgotten this" moment. Encourage students to
tackle practice problems in the same way before THEN going back and checking answers
with their notes. The act of trying to recall, even if unable to do so, ultimately helps material
stick better. The challenge of studying this way means that students often avoid it, but it is
this very deliberate difficulty that makes this strategy work. So how as teachers can we
incentivize retrieval practice in our classes?
(3) Self Advocacy
"Be a good self advocate" or "See me outside of class for extra help" are classic teacher
comments. And for good reason. As we discuss above, the teacher plays a key Yoda role in
helping the students analyze, build, and refine their toolkit of strategies. They help guide
them on their journey of using the right strategy at the right time. They apply scaffoldings for
each individual student and then peel them back over time as the student grows - thus
building self-awareness, self-confidence, and independence.
Recently, St. Andrew's teachers provided students with interim comments that provided at
least one specific strategy for a student to implement; see below for an example. Can you
spot the dulcet tones of Kenny Rogers in here?

Glenn, Although I don't see a lot of traditional participation from you, you make eye
contact and demonstrate your engagement. You have emailed me and stayed after class
to clarify or communicate, which I appreciate. Self advocacy is one of your notable

strengths. While a consistent worker, I have noticed less consistency in your performance
on reading checks, so I suggest two strategies: 1) instead of highlighting, put notes in the
margin, so upon review before class your eye is drawn to key places, and 2) listen and
read first; then take some time to skim over the chapter while marking important
sections. This gives your brain a second opportunity to see material. When writing, I
recommend that you focus on organizing your thoughts ahead through an outline or a
mind map. Think of the purpose of each paragraph and focus on keeping your ideas
streamlined to that topic. (2)
Moreover, during parent-teacher conferences, teachers will share strategies that they have
observed to be working or not working. However, for change to occur, all these strategies
must ultimately lead to an important metacognition moment for each student. What is
currently working and what is not? Are the strategies I am considering a good match for the
cognitive demands of the task? Which strategies should I hold on to, and which strategies
should I fold? Who can I talk to to help me figure this out?
We will end this piece with a shameless ask. If anyone has a personal connection to either
Kenny Rogers or Bruce Springsteen in particular (given Glenn's adoration), we would love
for Kenny and/or Bruce to perform at a CTTL event. Since integrating the music of Kenny
and Bruce into professional development is always an effective strategy, please be in
touch.

Endnotes:
(1) There is debate by some about Hattie's work, but this is beyond the scope of this blog,
except to point out that meta-studies including hundreds of millions students involve a high
degree of statistics knowledge and some degree of judgment calls. The devil is in the
details, which means that Hattie's work is best judged by analyzing each one of his
hundreds of individual studies on its own merits rather than making bulk claims. Because of
the sheer volume of his work and the level of knowledge needed to analyze it, this is
difficult to accomplish. To our knowledge, this study that comes from a study published in
Nature which is considered one of the most well-regarded of science journals, seems solid.
(2) Susheela Robinson, English teacher and Head of the English Department at St. Andrew's
Episcopal School, wrote this insightful interim comment.
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